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FIXED TARGET, STRIKING PHYSICS
A strong tradition of innovation 
and ingenuity shows that,  
for CERN’s North Area, life 
really does begin at 40.

A
s generations of particle colliders have come and 

gone, CERN’s fixed-target experiments have 

remained a backbone of the lab’s physics activities. 

Notable among them are those fed by the Super Proton 

Synchrotron (SPS). Throughout its long service to CERN’s 

accelerator complex, the 7 km-circumference SPS has pro-

vided a steady stream of high-energy proton beams to the 

North Area at the Prévessin site, feeding a wide variety of 

experiments. Sequentially named, they range from the 

pioneering NA1, which measured the photoproduction of 

vector and scalar bosons, to today’s NA64, which studies 

the dark sector. As the North Area marks 40 years since 

its first physics result, this hub of experiments large and 
small is as lively and productive as ever. Its users continue 

to drive developments in detector design, while reaping a 

rich harvest of fundamental physics results. 

Specialised and precise
In fixed-target experiments, a particle beam collides with 
a target that is stationary in the laboratory frame, in most 

cases producing secondary particles for specific studies. 
High-energy machines like the SPS, which produces proton 

beams with a momentum up to 450 GeV/c, give the sec-

ondary products a large forward boost, providing intense 

sources of secondary and tertiary particles such as electrons, 

muons and hadrons. With respect to collider experiments, 

fixed-target experiments tend to be more specialised and 
focus on precision measurements that demand very high 

statistics, such as those involving ultra-rare decays.

Fixed-target experiments have a long history at CERN, 

forming essential building blocks in the physics landscape 

in parallel to collider facilities. Among these were the first 
studies of the quark–gluon plasma, the first evidence of 
direct CP violation and a detailed understanding of how 

nucleon spin arises from quarks and gluons. The first muons 
in CERN’s North Area were reported at the start of the com-

missioning run in March 1978, and the first physics publica-

tion – a measurement of the production rate of muon pairs 

by quark–antiquark annihilation as predicted by Drell and 

Yan – was published in 1979 by the NA3 experiment. Today, 

the North Area’s physics programme is as vibrant as ever. 

The longevity of the North Area programme is explained 

by the unique complex of proton accelerators at CERN, 

where each machine is not only used to inject the protons 
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into the next one but also serves its own research pro-

gramme (for example, the Proton Synchrotron Booster 

serves the ISOLDE facility, while the Proton Synchrotron 

serves the Antiproton Decelerator and the n_TOF exper-

iment). Fixed-target experiments using protons from the 

SPS started taking data while the ISR collider was already in 

operation in the late 1970s, continued during SPS operation 

as a proton–antiproton collider in the early 1980s, and again 

during the LEP and now LHC eras. As has been the case 

with collider experiments, physics puzzles and unexpected 

results were often at the origin of unique collaborations 

and experiments, pushing limits in several technology 

areas such as the first use of silicon-microstrip detectors.

North Area Protons leaving the SPS enter a target station (bottom left), leading to 6 km of secondary beamlines for experiments in three halls.

The initial experimental programme in the North Area 

involved two large experimental halls: EHN1 for hadronic 

studies and EHN2 for muon experiments. The first round 
of experiments in EHN1 concerned studies of: meson pho-

toproduction (NA1); electromagnetic form factors of pions 

and kaons (NA7); hadronic production of particles with large 

transverse momentum (NA3); inelastic hadron scattering 

(NA5); and neutron scattering (NA6). In EHN2 there were 

experiments devoted to studies with high-intensity muon 

beams (NA2 and NA4). A third, underground, area called 

ECN3 was added in 1980 to host experiments requiring 

primary proton beams and secondary beams of the highest 

intensity (up to 1010 particles per cycle). 

Experiments in the North Area started a bit later than 

those in CERN’s West Area, which started operation in 1971 

with 28 GeV/c protons supplied by the PS. Built to serve the 

last stage of the PS neutrino programme and the Omega 

spectrometer, the West Area zone was transformed into 

an SPS area in 1975 and is best known for seminal neutrino 

experiments (by the CDHS and CHARM collaborations, later 

CHORUS and NOMAD) and hadron-spectroscopy experi-

ments with Omega. We are now used to identifying experi-

mental collaborations by means of fancy acronyms such as 

ATLAS or ALICE, to mention two of the large LHC collabora-

tions. But in the 1970s and the 1980s, one could distinguish 

between the experiments (identified by a sequential number) 

Past times  
The ECN3 
underground hall 
today, showing 
experiment NA62 
(top) and the same 
scene superimposed 
with a view from 1980 
(bottom) showing 
experiments NA10 
(left) and NA14 (right).
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As fixed-
target 
programmes 
got into 
their stride, 
colliders were 
commanding 
the energy 
frontier

and the collaborations (identified by the list of the cities 
hosting the collaborating institutes). For instance CDHS 

stood for the CERN–Dortmund–Heidelberg–Saclay collab-

oration that operated the WA1 experiment in the West Area. 

Los Alamos, SLAC, Fermilab and Brookhaven National 

Laboratory in the US, JINR and the Institute for High Energy 

Physics in Russia, and KEK in Japan, for example, also all 

had fixed-target programmes, some of which date back to 
the 1960s. As fixed-target programmes got into their stride, 
however, colliders were commanding the energy frontier. 

In 1980 the CERN North Area experimental programme was 

reviewed in a special meeting held in Cogne, Italy, and it was 

not completely obvious that there was a compelling physics 

case ahead. But it also led to highly optimised installations 

thanks to strong collaborations and continuous support 

from the CERN management. Advances in detectors and 

innovations such as silicon detectors and aerogel Cherenkov 

counters, plus the hybrid integration of bubble chambers 

with electronic detectors, led to a revamp in the study of 

hadron interactions at fixed-target experiments, especially 
for charmed mesons. 

Physics landscape
Experiments at CERN’s North Area began shortly after the 

Standard Model had been established, when the scale of 

experiments was smaller than it is today. According to the 

1979 CERN annual report, there were 34 active experiments 

at the SPS (West and North areas combined) and 14 were 

completed in 1978. This article cannot do justice to all of 

them, not even to those in the North Area. But over the 

past 40 years the experimental programme has clearly 

evolved into at least four main themes: probing nucleon 

structure with high-energy muons; hadroproduction and 

photoproduction at high energy; CP violation in very rare 

decays; and heavy-ion experiments (see page left).

Aside from seminal physics results, fixed-target exper-
iments at the North Area have driven numerous detector 

innovations. This is largely a result of their simple geom-

etry and ease of access, which allows more adventurous 

technical solutions than might be possible with collider 

experiments. Examples of detector technologies perfected 

at the North Area include: silicon microstrips and active tar-

gets (NA11, NA14); rapid-cycling bubble chambers (NA27); 

holographic bubble chambers (NA25); Cherenkov detec-

tors (CEDAR, RICH); liquid-krypton calorimeters (NA48); 
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micromegas gas detectors (COMPASS); silicon pixels with 

100 ps time resolution (NA62); time-projection chambers 

with dE/dx measurement (ISIS, NA49); and many more. The 

sheer amount of data to be recorded in these experiments 

also led to the very early adoption of PC farms for the online 

systems of the NA48 and COMPASS experiments. 

Another key function of the North Area has been to test 

and calibrate detectors. These range from the fixed-target 
experiments themselves to experiments at colliders (such 

as LHC, ILC and CLIC), space and balloon experiments, 

and bent-crystal applications (such as UA9 and NA63). 

New detector concepts such as dual-readout calorimetry 

(DREAM) and particle-flow calorimetry (CALICE) have also 
been developed and optimised. Recently the huge EHN1 hall 

was extended by 60 m to house two very large liquid-argon 

prototype detectors to be tested for the Deep Underground 

Neutrino Experiment under construction in the US. 

If there is an overall theme concerning the development 

of the fixed-target programme in the North Area, one could 
say that it was to be able to quickly evolve and adapt to 

address the compelling questions of the day. This looks set 

to remain true, with many proposals for new experiments 

appearing on the horizon, ranging from the study of very 

rare decays and light dark matter to the study of QCD with 

hadron and heavy-ion beams. There is even a study under 

way to possibly extend the North Area with an additional 

very-high-intensity proton beam serving a beam dump 

facility. These initiatives are being investigated by the 

Physics Beyond Collider study (see p20), and many of the 

proposals explore the high-intensity frontier complemen-

tary to the high-energy frontier at large colliders. Here’s 

to the next 40 years of North Area physics! z

Probing nucleon structure with 
high-energy muons 
High-energy muons are excellent probes 

with which to investigate the structure of the 

nucleon. The North Area’s EHN2 hall was built 

to house two sets of muon experiments: the 

sequential NA2/NA9/NA28 (also known as the 

European Muon Collaboration, EMC), which 

made the observation that nucleons bound in 

nuclei are different from free nucleons; and 
NA4 (pictured above), which confirmed the 
electroweak effects between the weak and 
electromagnetic interactions. A particular 

success of the North Area’s muon experiments 

concerned the famous “proton spin crisis”. In 

the late-1980s, contrary to the expectation by 

the otherwise successful quark–parton model, 

data showed that the proton’s spin is not carried 

by the quark spins. This puzzle interested the 

community for decades, compelling CERN to 

further investigate by building the NA47 Spin 

Muon collaboration experiment in the early 

1990s (which established the same result for 

the neutron) and, subsequently, the COMPASS 

experiment (which studied the contribution of 

the gluon spins to the nucleon spin). A second 

phase of COMPASS still ongoing today, is 

devoted to nucleon tomography using deeply 

virtual Compton scattering and, for the first 
time, polarised Drell–Yan reactions. Hadron 

spectroscopy is another area of research at 

the North Area, and among recent important 

results from COMPASS is the measurement of 

pion polarisability, which is an important test 

of low-energy QCD.

Hadroproduction and 
photoproduction at high energy 

Following the first 
experiment to publish 

data in the North Area 

(NA3) concerning the 

production of μ+μ– pairs 

from hadron collisions, 

the ingenuity to combine 

bubble chambers and 

electronic detectors led to 

a series of experiments. 

The European Hybrid 

Spectrometer facility 

housed NA13, NA16, NA22, NA23 and NA27, and 

studied charm production and many aspects 

of hadronic physics, while photoproduction 

of heavy bosons was the primary aim of NA1. 

A measurement of the charm lifetime using 

the first ever microstrip silicon detectors was 
pioneered by the ACCMOR collaboration (NA11/

NA32; see image of Robert Klanner next to the 

ACCMOR spectrometer in 1977), and hadron 

spectroscopy with neutral final states was 
studied by NA12 (GAMS), which employed a 

large array of lead glass counters, in particular 

a search for glueballs. To study μ+μ– pairs 

from pion interactions at the highest possible 

intensities, the toroidal spectrometer NA10 

was housed in the ECN3 underground cavern. 

Nearby in the same cavern, NA14 used a silicon 

active target and the first big microstrip 
silicon detectors (10,000 channels) to study 

charm photoproduction at high intensity. 

Later, experiment NA30 enabled a direct 

measurement of the π0 lifetime by employing 

thin gold foils to convert the photons from the 

π0 decays. Today, electron beams are used by 

NA64 to look for dark photons while hadron 

spectroscopy is still actively pursued, in 

particular at COMPASS. 

CP violation and very rare decays
The discovery of 

CP violation in 

the decay of the 

long-lived neutral 

kaon to two pions 

at Brookhaven 

National 

Laboratory in 1964 was unexpected. To 

understand its origin, physicists needed to 

make a subtle comparison (in the form of 

a double ratio) between long- and short-

lived neutral kaon decays in pairs of neutral 

and charged kaons. In 1987 an ambitious 

experiment (NA31) showed a deviation from 

one of the double ratios, providing the first 
evidence of direct CP violation (that is, it 

happens in the decay of the neutral mesons, 

not only in the mixing between neutral 

kaons). A second-generation experiment 

(NA48, pictured above in 1996), located in 

ECN3 to accept a much higher primary-proton 

intensity, was able to measure the four decay 

modes concurrently thanks to the deflection 
of a tiny fraction of the primary proton beam 

into a downstream target via channelling in 

a “bent” crystal. NA48 was approved in 1991 

when it became evident that more precision 

was needed to confirm the original observation 
(a competing programme at Fermilab called 

E731 did not find a significant deviation from 
the unity of the double ratio). Both KTeV (the 

follow-up Fermilab experiment) and NA48 

confirmed NA31’s results, firmly establishing 
direct CP violation. Continuations of the NA48 

experiments studied rare decays of the short-

lived neutral kaon and searched for direct CP 

violation in charged kaons. Nowadays the kaon 

programme continues with NA62, which is 

dedicated to the study of very rare K+ → π+νν 

decays and is complementary to the B-meson 

studies performed by the LHCb experiment. 

Heavy-ion experiments

In the mid-1980s, with a view to reproduce 

in the laboratory the plasma of free quarks 

and gluons predicted by QCD and believed 

to have existed in the early universe, the SPS 

was modified to accelerate beams of heavy 
ions and collide them with nuclei. The lack of 

a single striking signature of the formation 

of the plasma demands that researchers look 

for as many final states as possible, exploiting 
the evolution of standard observables (such 

as the yield of muon pairs from the Drell–Yan 

process or the production rate of strange 

quarks) as a function of the degree of overlap 

of the nuclei that participate in the collision 

(centrality). By 2000 several experiments had, 

according to CERN Courier in March that year, 

found “tantalising glimpses of mechanisms 

that shaped our universe”. The experiments 

included NA44, NA45, NA49, NA50, NA52 and 

NA57, as well as WA97 and WA98 in the West 

Area. Among the most popular signatures 

observed was the suppression of the J/ψ yield 

in ion–nucleus collisions with respect to 

proton–proton collisions, which was seen by 

NA50. Improved sensitivity to muon pairs was 

provided by the successor experiment NA60. 

The current heavy-ion programme at the North 

Area includes NA61/SHINE (see image above), 

the successor of NA49, which is studying the 

onset of phase transitions in dense quark–

gluon matter at different beam energies 
and for different beam species. Studies of 
the quark–gluon plasma continue today, in 

particular at the LHC and at RHIC in the US. 

At the same time, NA61/SHINE is measuring 

the yield of mesons from replica targets for 

neutrino experiments worldwide and particle 

production for cosmic-ray studies.

Forty years of fixed-target physics at CERN’s North Area

Then and now EHN1, the largest of the North Area’s halls, photographed in 1980 (left) and today (right) showing the NA64 experiment.
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Nucleon 
tomography  
The COMPASS 
experiment in EHN2 
pictured in late 2018 
(see panel, left). 
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Completed NA Experiments
Name Synonym Title Date of 

Approval

NA1 Measurement of the Photoproduction of Vector and Scalar Bosons 12.03.75

NA2 EMC Electromagnetic Interactions of Muons 12.03.75

NA3 Hadronic Production of High pT Leptons and Hadrons 12.03.75

NA4 MUON SC. Inclusive Deep-Inelastic Muon Scattering 07.05.75

NA5 Inelastic Hadron Reactions Using a Streamer Chamber Triggered by a Single-Arm Spectrometer 04.06.75

NA6 Neutron Elastic Scattering at Very Small Angles 20.01.77

NA7 Measurement of the Electromagnetic Form Factors of pi and K Mesons at the SPS 22.09.77

NA8 Hadron Elastic Scattering at Small Angles 08.12.77

NA9 Study of Final States in Deep Inelastic Muon Scattering 16.02.78

NA10 DRELL-YAN High Resol.St.of the Inclusive Prod.of Massive Muon Pairs by Intense Pion Beams 16.03.78

NA11 Measurement of Charmed Particle Production in Hadronic Reactions 25.05.78

NA12 GAMS Study of pi-p Interactions with Neutral Final States 16.11.78

NA12/2 GAMS Search for Mesons and Glueballs Decaying into Multiphoton Final States Produced in Central 
Hadron Collisions and Study of Inclusive Production of Heavy Quark Mesons 06.02.86

NA13 Search for Direct Evidence for Charm in Hadronic Interactions using a High-Resolution Bubble 
Chamber 16.11.78

NA14 PHOTOPRODUCTION Photoproduction at High Energy and High Intensity 14.12.78

NA14/2 PHOTOPRODUCTION A Programme of Heavy Flavour Photoproduction 25.04.83

NA15 Search for Charmed Hadron Production in pi- Nucleus Interactions in Nuclear Emulsion 14.06.79

NA16 Study of the Hadronic Production and Properties of New Particles with a Lifetime 10-13 s tau 
10-10 s using LEBC-EHS 20.09.79

NA17 Momentum and Angular Correlations Study in pi- Nuclei Jets at High Energies using Emulsion 
Telescopes Technique with Magnetic Field 20.09.79

NA18 Search for Short-Lived Particles Produced on Nuclei with a Heavy Liquid Mini Bubble Chamber 15.11.79

NA19 Direct Observation of Beauty Particles Selected by Muonic Decay in Emulsion 15.11.79

NA20 Measurements of pi+-, K+-, p+- Yields in 400 GeV Proton Beryllium and Copper Collisions 15.11.79

NA22 The Influence of Parton Structure on Hadronic Interactions in EHS with a K+/pi+/p Beam at 250 
GeV/c 16.10.80

NA23 Study of Diffractive Dissociation Especially into Strange and Charmed Particles with EHS 16.10.80

NA24 DIRECT PHOTONS Investigation of Deep Inelastic Scattering Processes Involving Large pT Direct Photons in the 
Final State 27.11.80

NA25 Study of Charm and Bottom Particle Production Using a Holographic Bubble Chamber 23.04.81

NA26 A Prototype Experiment to Study Charmed Particle Production and Decay using a Holographic 
High Resolution Hydrogen Chamber (HOLEBC) and the European Hybrid Spectrometer 21.05.81

NA27 An Experiment to Measure Accurately the LIfetime of th D0, D+-, F+-, LambdaC Charm 
Particles and to Study their Hadronic Production and Decay Properties 09.12.81

NA28 Study of Shadowing and Hadron Production in High Energy mu Scattering Using Nuclear 
Targets 17.02.82

Name Synonym Title Date of 
Approval

NA29 Study of pi- pi0 Production via Primakoff Effect on Nuclei 17.02.82

NA30 Precision Determination of the Lifetime of the Neutral Pion 17.06.82

NA31 CP VIOLATION Measurement of mid eta 00 mid 2/ mid eta +- mid 2 16.09.82

NA31/2 CP PHASE A Measurement of the Phase Difference of eta00 and eta+- in CP Violating K0 to 2pi Decays 05.06.86

NA32 ACCMOR Investigation of Charm Production in Hadronic Interactions Using High - Resolution Silicon 
Detectors 18.11.82

NA33 CRYSTAL Experimental Study of Single Vertex (e-.-e+) Pair Creation in a Crystal 02.02.84

NA34 PROMPT LEPTON Lepton Production 29.03.84

NA34/2 IONS/HELIOS Study of High Energy Densities over Extended Nuclear Volumes via Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions 
at the SPS 15.11.84

NA34/3 LOW MASS DIMUONS Measurement of Low Mass Muon Pairs in Sulphur-Nucleus Collisions with an Optimized 
HELIOS Muon Spectrometer 10.11.88

NA35 IONS/STREAMER CH. Study of Relativistic Nucleus - Nucleus Collisions 03.02.83

NA36 IONS/TPC Production of Strange Baryons and Antibaryons in Relativistic Ion Collisions 15.11.90

NA37 NMC Detailed Measurements of Structure Functions from Nucleons and Nuclei 06.06.85

NA38 IONS/DIMUON Study of High-Energy Nucleus-Nucleus Interactions with the Enlarged NA10 Dimuon 
Spectrometer 12.09.85

NA39 IONS/QUARK A Search for Quarks Produced in Heavy-Ion Interactions 03.04.86

NA40 IONS/EMDIS Electromagnetic Dissociation of Target Nuclei by 16O and 32S Projectiles 03.04.86

NA41 ION/NUCLEI Search for Nuclei in Heavy Ion Collisions at Ultrarelativistic Energies 05.06.86

NA42 CRYSTAL Study of Unexplained Hard Photon Production by Electrons Channelled in a Crystal 30.10.86

NA43 CHANNELLING Investigations of the Energy and Angular Dependence of Ultrashort Radiation Lengths in Si, Ge 
and W Single Crystals 11.02.88

NA43/2 CHANNELLING Investigations of the Coherent Hard Photon Yields from (50-300) GeV/c Electrons/Positrons in 
the Strong Crystalline Fields of Diamond, Si, and Ge Crystals 07.02.91

NA44 IONS/FOC.SPECTR. A Focusing Spectrometer for One and Two Particles 09.02.89

NA45 IONS/EL.PAIR Study of Electron Pair Product.in Hadron and Nuclear Collisions at the CERN SPS 09.02.89

NA45/2 IONS/EL.PAIR NA45/2. Study of Electron Pair & Photon Production in Lead Gold Collisions 20.04.95

NA46 E+E-MASS Darmstadton Hunting in the Interaction gamma-Crystal 06.04.89

NA47 SMC Measurement of the Spin-Dependent Structure Functions of the Proton & the Deuteron 06.04.89

NA48 CP VIOLATION A Precision Measurement of epsilon prime/epsilon in CP Violating K-zero to 2pi Decays 28.11.91

NA48/1 NA48/1. A high sensitivity investigation of Ks and neutral hyperon decays using a modified Ks 
beam 23.11.00

NA49 IONS/TPC-HADRONS Large Accept.Hadron Detect.for an Inv.of Pb-induced Reactions at the CERN SPS 18.09.91

NA50 DIMUONS Study of Muon Pairs and Vector Mesons Produced in High Energy Pb-Pb Interactions 06.02.92

NA51 DYSSIS Drell-Yan Study of Sea Isospin Symmetry 16.04.92

NA52 NEWMASS A Strangelet and Particle Search in Pb-Pb Collisions 30.06.92

NA53 Electromagnetic Dissociation of Target Nuclei by 208Pb Projectiles 15.04.93

NA54 Determination of Cross-Sections of Fast-Muon-Induced Reactions to Cosmogenic 
Radionuclides 20.04.95

NA55 Inv.of Fast Neutron Prod.by 100 to 250`GeV Muon Interaction on Thin Targets 08.02.96

NA56 SPY Meas.of Pion & Kaon Fl.Bel.60 GeV/c pr.by 450`GeV/c Prot.on a Be.Tg.sk.ce SPY C. 08.02.96

NA57 IONS/HYPERONS Study of Strange and Multistrange Particles in Ultrarelativistic Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions 03.10.96

NA59 A Study of the use of a Crystal as a "Quarter-Wave Plate" to Produce High Energy Circularly 
Polarized Photons 14.10.98

NA60 Study of Prompt Dimuon and Charm Production with Proton and Heavy Ion Beams at the 
CERN SPS 15.06.00
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Ongoing NA Experiments
Name Synonym Title Date of 

Approval

NA58 COMPASS COmmon Muon and Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy 06.02.97

NA61 SHINE Study of Hadron Production in Hadron-Nucleus and Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions at the CERN 
SPS 21.02.07

NA62 Proposal to Measure the Rare Decay K+ -> pi+ nu nu at the Cern SPS 21.02.07

NA63 Electromagnetic Processes in strong Crystalline Fields 21.02.07

NA64 Search for dark sectors in missing energy events 09.03.16

NA58

NA61

NA62

NA64

7/6/18 SPSC 19 

Designing the experiment. 
• How does this setup measure photon energies? 
• All you know is the position where some charged particles hit the detector 

Position sensitive detectors 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 
Crystal 

NA63
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Continuing Interest in SPS fixed target experiments



Physics interest in Fixed Target Programme at SPS

• Intensities 

• ~40% of all protons go to SPS 

• Variety 

• many targets from hydrogen to heavy elements 

• many projectiles:  

•   

• and ion beams

p, p̄, π, K, e, μ

severa
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SPS is no longer energy frontier

• while SPS with 450 GeV was conceived to address energy frontier 

• on the long run there was no way to compete against collider programmes 

• SppS, HERA, Tevatron, LHC 

• but the boost of the centre-of-mass system (in Fixed-Target experiments) provides 
a superb handle for measuring/exploiting short-lived particles, in particular charm 

• ACCMOR introduced Si-detectors 

• Principle often used: asymmetric B-factories ric
h physics

 

prog
ramme
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and then R&D

• SPS test beams lines are regularly fully subscribed 

• example North Area use for 

• LHC, CLIC, ILC, … detectors 

• general calorimeter and 
tracker studies 

• EHN1 extension serves the neutrino platform

Number of experiments/beam-tests
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NA62

• ultra rare decay in SM 

• sensitive to new 
physics

K+ → π+νν̄

TheoreEcally%clean,%almost%unexplored.
SensiEve%to%new%physics%and%the%Zepto%Universe.

Mode BRSM×1011

K+→π+νν(γ) 8.4±1.0
KL→π0νν 3.00±0.31

 Hadronic%matrix%element%related
%%%%to%a%measured%quanEty (K+→π0e+ν).

 ExcepEonal%SM%precision.
%Free%from%hadronic%uncertainEes.

SM%branching%raEos
Buras&et&al.,&JHEP&1511&(2015)&033

UltraOrare%decays%with
the%highest%CKM%suppression:

A ~ (mt/mW)2|VtsVtd| ~ λ5*

SM:&box&and&penguin&diagrams

The&main&physics&goal

3

TheoreEcally%clean,%almost%unexplored.
SensiEve%to%new%physics%and%the%Zepto%Universe.

Mode BRSM×1011

K+→π+νν(γ) 8.4±1.0
KL→π0νν 3.00±0.31

 Hadronic%matrix%element%related
%%%%to%a%measured%quanEty (K+→π0e+ν).

 ExcepEonal%SM%precision.
%Free%from%hadronic%uncertainEes.

SM%branching%raEos
Buras&et&al.,&JHEP&1511&(2015)&033

UltraOrare%decays%with
the%highest%CKM%suppression:

A ~ (mt/mW)2|VtsVtd| ~ λ5*

SM:&box&and&penguin&diagrams

The&main&physics&goal

3

NA62 beam and detector

SPS Beam:
400 GeV/c protons

2.1012 protons/spill

5s spill [3s eff.] / ~16 s

Secondary positive Beam:
75 GeV/c momentum, 1 % bite

100 µrad divergence (RMS)

60x30 mm2  transverse size

K+(6%)/π+(70%)/p(24%)

 For 33x1011 ppp on T10

     750 MHz at GTK3

Decay Region:
60 m long fiducial region

~ 5 MHz K+ decay rate

Vacuum ~ O(10-6) mbar

Detector%and%Performances:%JINST%12%(2017)%P05025

New%Decay%inOflight%technique

400 GeV/c
SPS protons

4

Cristina Lazzaroni’s talk 
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NA62 - Search for Dark Photons

• tagged π0 from K+ 
decays

Dark&Photon
Simplest%hidden%sector%model%introduces%one%extra%U(1)%gauge%symmetry
and%corresponding%gauge%boson:%the%dark%photon.
The%coupling%constant%and%the%charges%can%be%generated%through%kineEc
mixing%between%QED%and%the%new%U(1)%gauge%boson.
[B.Holdom, Phys.Lett.B166(1986)196]  [Batell, Pospelov, Ritz, PRD 80 (2009) 095024]

Fixed%target%experiment%using%cascade%process,%where%π0%is%one%
of%the%products

28

Dark&Photon
Simplest%hidden%sector%model%introduces%one%extra%U(1)%gauge%symmetry
and%corresponding%gauge%boson:%the%dark%photon.
The%coupling%constant%and%the%charges%can%be%generated%through%kineEc
mixing%between%QED%and%the%new%U(1)%gauge%boson.
[B.Holdom, Phys.Lett.B166(1986)196]  [Batell, Pospelov, Ritz, PRD 80 (2009) 095024]

Fixed%target%experiment%using%cascade%process,%where%π0%is%one%
of%the%products

28

Dark&Photon&analysis
Invisible%decay%of%massive%A’%or%long%lived%A’%hypothesis%invesEgated
%
Peak%search%in%M2

miss%=%(PK%O%Pπ%O%Pγ%)2%%

Sliding%M2
miss%window%(±1σ)%used%to%count%number%of%signal%events%for%

different%A’%mass%hypothesis%

28

Dark&Photon&limit
Most%abundant%background%due%to%π0%decays%with%undetected%photon
DataOdriven%approach:%select%π0%→γγ%with%lost%γ%thanks%to%conversions%
in%the%detector%to%study%background.%Background%scaled%from%sideOband
region%to%signal%region
A’%search%region:%0.00075%<%M2

miss<%0.01765%GeV
2/c4%for%all%mass%hypotheses%%%

SubOsample%of%2016%data,%corresponding%to%1%%of%2016O2018%data

No%staEsEcally%significant%excess:%observed%upper%limit%@%90%%CL
compaEble%with%fluctuaEons%from%backgroundOonly%hypothesis 29

[CERN-EP-2019-048]
[Moriond QCD 2019]
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NA64 – missing energy final states

• Initial experiment 

• eZ → eZA’ 

• NA64µ proposal 

• µZ → µZ Zµ where Zµ is a 
gauge particle

The A�explanation of gµ-2 anomaly is ruled out   
3.

S.N. Gninenko – Open SPSC  meeting, CERN, April 2, 2019

•  BaBar e+ e- ->γ A�; A�->invisible 

•  NA64 e- Z ->e- Z A�; A�->invisible 

 The A�coupled to e- is excluded, but could it be coupled predominantly 
to muon (recall νµ ...)? What about the theory? 

rules out dark photon 
as explanation for 

g-2 anomaly
9.

S.N. Gninenko – Open SPSC  meeting, CERN, April 2, 2019

The NA64µ detector 

Main components :
•  160 GeV µ- beam, Iµ~107µ/spill.   
•  in µ tagging: BMS+MS1(MBPL+tracker) 
•  out µ tagging: MS2 (2MBPL+tracker)    

•  4�-hermetic ECAL, VHCAL, Veto, HCAL
•  Location upstream of COMPASS (PBC EHN2 WG)         

Signature: 
•  in: 160 GeV µ-  track  

•  out: < 80–100 GeV µ-  track 
•  no energy in the ECAL,Veto,HCAL…
•  Sensitivity ~ gµ

2, SES ≤ 10-10 
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Proposal SHiP: Search for Hidden Particles

• search for Heavy Neutral Lepton (HNL) 
and dark photon A’ 

• access to extended mass range 

• also equipped with emulsion layers for 
ντ-measurements 

• vast physics potential has been 
thoroughly explored during PBC studies 

• requires a Beam Dump Facility (BDF) on 
the North Area beam lines 



QCD and Heavy Ion Physics



COMPASS

• approved in 1997 

• QCD facility in M2 beamline  

• (polarised) Drell-Yan 

• SiDIS 

• exklusive processes 

• DVCS

COMPASSCOMPASS QCD facility at SPS M2 beam line (CERN)
secondary hadron and lepton beams

7 June 2018
Jan Friedrich

9
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COMPASS: Feasibility test of proton radius measurement
COMPASS

7 June 2018 Jan Friedrich 28

Test in 2018 for
proton radius measurement with COMPASS

Form factor measurement in high-E muon-proton 
elastic scattering  10-3…10-2 GeV2/c2

TPC for measuring proton recoils 
down to 0.5 MeV: Gatchina / GSI  
silicon microstrip detectors for 
muon scattering angle 
measurement: COMPASS

very preliminary



Future plans – COMPASS++/AMBER

• extended measurements with a 
variety of beams (rf-separated 
beams of π, K, anti-p…) 

• various targets 

• There is also a proposal for an 
ultra-precise MuOnE (10-5) to 
address the measurement of gµ-2 
from a different angle

COMPASSSummary table for PBC QCD conveners

7 June 2018 Jan Friedrich 32



NA61 – Shine

• Exploration of the second 
order phase transition in the 
formation of the QGP 

• Measurement of pA cross 
sections relevant for neutrino 
precision physics (LBNF and 
J-PARC) 

• … 
more details in Marek Gazdzicki’s talk 
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NA60++ plans

• Study of dimuon and charm 
production in nuclear collisions at the 
CERN SPS (muon + vertex 
spectrometer) 

• Document submitted to the ESPPU 

• EoI prepared

Vertex spectrometer (MAPS) 
Development in synergy with 
ALICE (upgrade of ITS in LS3)

Toroid magnet. 
Conceptual design 
existing



NA60+ Physics Goals

• Thermal di-muons from 
the QGP 

• Open charm and 
Charmonium Production

Study the finite-μB region of the 
QCD phase diagram (critical 
point, first-order phase transition, 
chiral symmetry), via a high-
luminosity energy scan from low 
to top SPS energy.

μμ invariant mass 
spectrum (after 
combinatorial 
background  
subtraction)



Experiment proposals examined during PBC study

3.6 Summary tables

The beam requirements of the proposed experiments and facilities are shown in tables 3 and 4. An
overview of the status and prospects of the individual implementation of the projects is given in table 5.
The positioning of the projects in the overall landscape is discussed in the next section.

Table 3: Summary of proposed experiments at the SPS and PS

Experiment Primary PoT/year Secondary Location Beam line
NA61++ ions/p scan ions/hadrons < 120 GeV ENH1 H2
NA61++ 400 GeV p hadrons < 10 GeV (tertiary) ENH1 H2
NA64++(e) 400 GeV p 1 ◊ 1018 100 GeV e- ENH1 H4

COMPASS+ 400 GeV p muons, pions EHN2 M2
COMPASS++ 400 GeV p 100 GeV K; p̄; RF-separated EHN2 M2
MUonE 400 GeV p 150 GeV muons ENH2 M2
NA64++(h) 400 GeV p 20-50 GeV fi; K

≠; 200 GeV p ENH1 H4
NA64++(µ) 400 GeV p 100 GeV muons ENH2 M2

NA62++ 400 GeV p 1 ◊ 1018 Hidden sector ECN3 K12
KLEVER 400 GeV p 1 ◊ 1019

KL ECN3 P42/K12
NA60++ ions/p scan ECN3
DIRAC++ 400 GeV p pions; kaons ECN3

SHiP 400 GeV p 4 ◊ 1019 Hidden sector BDF TT21
TauFV 400 GeV p 8 ◊ 1017 BDF TT21

REDTOP 2-3 GeV p 1 ◊ 1018 PS

Table 4: Overview of proposed new beam lines and facilities

Facilty Type (Primary) Beam PoT/year Status
BDF@SPS Beam dump p 400 GeV 4 ◊ 1019 Design study
AWAKE++@SPS PDWA/target p 400 GeV Exploratory
eSPS Linac/synchrotron/target e 16 GeV EoI
EDM Storage ring polarized p Feasibility
nuSTORM@SPS Target/storage ring p 100 GeV 4 ◊ 1019 Feasibility
“-Factory@LHC Storage ring PSI Feasibility
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Neutrino Platform



From civil construction to first beam in two yearsPath to ProtoDUNE SP completion in EHN1

2 April 20195 - CERN, SPS-C Meeting

September 2018, beam ready 
& detector ready for beam!

August 2018, LAr filling 
and purification

February 2018, detector 
assembly and installation

September 2017, cryostat 
completion

November 2016, cryostat 
structure assembly

March 2016, construction 
of EHN1 extension



protoDUNE Single Phase Detector – LArTPC

• Charged particles 
ionise LAr 

• ionisation electrons 
drift to the anode in 
ultra pure LAr  

• Calorimetry and Particle 
Identification (dE/dx)  

• T0 from externally or 
internally from prompt 
scintillation light 

ProtoDUNE SP LAr-TPC (NP04)

2 April 2019 - CERN, SPS-C Meeting3

• Charged particles ionize LAr
à ionization electrons drift to 
the anode in ultra pure LAr

• Calorimetry and Particle 
Identification (dE/dx)

• T = 0 from beam / external 
muon tagger / (or internally 
from prompt scintillation light)

collection 
plane

unipolar signal

induction 
planes
bipolar 
signal

Photon 
detectors 
embedded
in wire
planes

ProtoDUNE-SP

ProtoDUNE-DPEHN1

800 ton of Liquid Argon 
The largest LAr-TPC ever built



Some impressions of interactions in LArTPC

• Bubble chamber-like 
events 

• dE/dx 

• track length 

• decays

At a glance

2 April 2019 - CERN, SPS-C Meeting9

1 GeV - Pion Interaction 
(Absorption —> 2 p)

7 GeV - Pion Interaction

2 GeV - Electron shower

3 GeV - Pion Interaction 
(and decay)

thanks to the 
beam plug

Beam direction

LAr -TPC data of 
unprecedented 
quality



Towards cross section measurements in LAr – protoDUNE-SP

Cross Section Measurements
• The precision hadron cross section measurements will help 

the DUNE physics in many ways
- Provide input to the neutrino generators to improve the final state 

interaction models. 
• For example: the charge exchange process p++Ar->Ar*+p+p0 is an 

important background to the ne signals

- Validate the GEANT simulation of hadron interactions in the LAr

2 April 2019 - CERN, SPS-C Meeting29
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dE/dx at the beginning of the shower

1 GeV proton

1 GeV positron
5 cm

Proton dE/dx distribution  for 1  GeV/c beam  data  after  applying  the
calibration derived using cosmic ray muons. The expected most probable value of dE/dx 
vs residual range is superimposed (red).
Deviation from expectation due to residual non-corrected Space Charge effect

dE/dx of electrons (before showering) 
agrees well with expectations.

ProtoDUNE
Preliminary

ProtoDUNE
Preliminary

ProtoDUNE
Preliminary

dE/dx



protoDUNE dual phase detector – Principle

• 6 m drift; 
300 kV 

• 15 mm 
amplification 
stage (LEM)

Charge Readout Planes (CRP)

Field Cage

Cathode

Photomultipliers

Ground grid

CR
P

300	kV

6m

6m
6m

Electronics
5	mm

5	mm15
	m

m

50	cm

50	cm



protoDUNE dual phase cryostat preparation

5/02/19

11/02/19

CRP1

CRP1

CRP2

CRP3



Happy Anniversary, North Area 40



Summary

• At the age of 40 the North Area shows no sign of ageing 

• made and continues to make significant contributions to 
understanding of the Standard Model in QCD and Electroweak 
measurements 

• reaches beyond the Standard Model in searches for new 
physics 

• continues to be the site for developing advanced detector 
techniques that benefit even more ambitious experiments
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